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A B S T R A C T  
 

 

For a long period of time, design and manufacturing technology of high flow rated vertically 

suspended pumps (VSPs) which have an extensive applications in many industries such as water and 

wastewater, mining, petrochemical and oil and gas industries, used to be imported from European 
countries. For the first time in Iran's pump industry, with the support of Ministry of Petrochemical and 

great effort of Iranian experts, VS1-1200.1300 API pump with a flow rate of 10330 m3/h was designed, 

manufactured and tested successfully. This pump is now installed in Persian Gulf Star Oil Refinery. 
The main purpose of this research is computational fluid dynamic (CFD) analysis of VS1-1200.1300 

pump. Based on the requirement, hydraulic profile of impeller and diffuser blades were extracted from 

CFTurbo software, 3D mechanical model designed in Catia software and CFD analysis carried out 

using ANSYS-FLUENT software based on realizable k- turbulent model and SIMPLEC algorithm for 

different flow rates. Experimental performance tests were carried out on manufactured VS1 pump for 6 

different flow rates and the results were compared with numerical ones. The outcomes illustrated good 
agreement of experimental and numerical data even in high flow rates which expand the understanding 

of the flow in this type of pump, guide design optimizations and provide a basis to investigate flow in 

more vertical pumps. 

doi: 10.5829/idosi.ije.2016.29.11b.16 
 

 
1. INTRODUCTION1 
 

Pumps have continued to grow in size, speed and energy 

level, revealing new problems that are being addressed 

by innovative materials and mechanical and hydraulic 

design approaches [1]. Centrifugal pumps are used in a 

wide range of applications and they can handle a variety 

of liquids like water and oil at relatively high pressures 

and/or temperatures. According to American Petroleum 

Institute standard API610, A VS1 pump is a wet pit, 

vertically suspended, single-casing diffuser pump with 

discharge through the column [2]. The difference of VS 

pumps with electric submersible pump (ESP) is the 

location of motor. An ESP system consists of a 

centrifugal pump, a motor, a power cable and a seal, all 

inside the wellbore, whereas in a VSP system, motor is 

located on the ground and easier to repair. Lobanoff [3] 

                                                           

1*Corresponding Author’s Email: jafarghafouri@iaut.ac.ir (J. 
Ghafouri) 

stated that for a well depth down to 400 feet, a surface 

mounted driver is normally used, whereas for well over 

400 feet depth, a submersible unit is usually cost-

effective and reliable. 

Pessoa and Prada [4] studied experimental single-

phase and two-phase performance data of a 22-stage 

mixed flow ESP. Zhou and Sachdeva [5] presented a 

model for ESP performance pumping gas–liquid 

mixture using regression analysis. Gamboa and Prado 

[6] experimentally visualized flow pattern within an 

ESP impeller at different operating conditions and fluid 

properties. Experimental study of flow field phenomena 

is very difficult due to high cost of manufacturing and 

test equipment.  

Experimental investigations are costly and time 

consuming. Furthermore, there are many performance 

details that cannot be easily measured; hence, numerical 

simulation approach provides comprehensive details 

which are very useful to understand the flow physics 

[7]. Through the increase in computing capacity, 
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Computational Fluids Dynamics (CFD) simulations of 

large problems could be achieved in rotating machinery, 

especially pumps. CFD technique has been applied by 

researchers to carryout different investigations on 

centrifugal pumps viz. performance prediction at design 

and off-design conditions [8, 9], parametric studies [10], 

cavitation analysis [11, 12], diffuser pump analysis [13], 

performance of pump running in turbine mode [14, 15] 

etc. Submersible pumps are remained competitive in 

CFD analysis, as well. Caridad and Kenyery [16] 

performed a CFD simulation on a two-phase liquid-gas 

flow within an ESP impeller without considering the 

diffuser and studied pressure, liquid and gas velocity 

and gas void fraction distribution. Maitelli [17] 

simulated the stationary flow in the impeller and stator 

of an ESP using CFD techniques and evaluated the 

interface connection between impeller and diffuser. Stel 

et al. [18] investigated the influence of turbulence 

models and number of stages on performance of a 

multistage mixed-type ESP using CFD method. They 

also compared the results with experimental results 

derived from a three-stage ESP and found a good 

agreement. Pineda et al. [19] analyzed the void fraction 

at the inlet of an ESP in presence of a two-phase (liquid-

gas) flow and investigated the effect of the gas in the 

head delivered by this pump. They used Volume of 

Fluid (VOF) model of CFD method and performed a 

comparison between numerical and experimental 

results. 

The mixed-flow pump is widely applied in hydraulic 

engineering applications, so the study on the mixed-

flow pump has become a hot research topic for many 

researchers. In a mixed-flow pump, the flow is 

remarkably influenced by parameters like turbulence 

and viscosity [20].  

In this article, a 3-D investigation of flow in a VS1-

1200.1300 pumps (vertically suspended API pump with 

suction diameter of 1200mm and impeller diameter of 

1300mm) with a flow rate of 10330 m
3
/h, was carried 

out. This pump is the first homemade pump of this kind. 

For this purpose, impeller and diffuser blade hydraulic 

profile were derived from CFTurbo software. Based on 

these profile and details, 3D CAD model of impeller, 

diffuser, pump casing and other pump parts were 

designed and assembled in Catia software. Fluid model 

was extracted and imported to Ansys-Fluent software 

and meshed. Considering realizable K- turbulent 

model, pump performance for 6 different flow rates 

were compared with experimental data acquired at 

Hydraulic Lab, PETCO, IRAN. 

 

 

2. CFD SIMULATION  
 
Simulation is an efficient way to analyze a real-world 

process or system. The act of simulating something first 

requires that a model be developed. The model 

represents the system itself, whereas the simulation 

represents the operation of the system over time [21]. 

For the simulation of mixed-flow of the VSP following 

methodology is followed: 

 

2. 1. Hydraulic Design                 The first step of pump 

design is hydraulic design of impeller and diffuser. For 

this, CFTurbo software was selected due to high 

accuracy and manifold capabilities. Flow-conducting 

parts of the machine can be designed by CFturbo. The 

input data are flow rate of 10330 m
3
/h, head of 32.92 m 

and rotational speed of 500 rpm. The liquid was  water 

at 20˚C with the density of 1050 kg/m
3
 and the direction 

of rotation was clockwise. CFTurbo recommended 5 

blades for impeller and 8 for diffuser. Figure 1.a 

presents hydraulic profile of impeller blade and diffuser 

vane and Figure 1.b shows a view of diffuser vanes 

profile along with one blade of impeller. Pump 

geometric characteristics are listed in Table 1.  
 

2. 2. Mechanical Design                 According to 

impeller and diffuser profile extracted from CFTurbo, 

3D CAD design of impeller, diffuser and other parts of 

pump were prepared using Catia software in real 

dimension (not scaled).  

 

  

 
Figure 1. a) Hydraulic profile of an impeller blade and a 

diffuser vane and b) up view of diffuser vanes. 
 

 

TABLE 1. Pump geometric characteristics. 

Value Characteristics 

860 Impeller inlet diameter (mm) 

1334 Impeller outlet diameter (mm) 

13 Impeller inlet blade angle (˚) 

68 Impeller outlet blade angle (˚) 

20 Impeller thickness (mm) 

1350 Diffuser inlet diameter (mm) 

915 Diffuser outlet diameter (mm) 

60 Diffuser inlet blade angle (˚) 

20 Diffuser outlet blade angle (˚) 

1240 Diffuser height (mm) 

(a) 

Impeller 

blade 

Diffuser 

vane 

Impeller 

blade 

 

(b) 
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CAD models of bell suction, impeller guide, impeller, 

diffuser bowel and taper pipe are illustrated in Figure 2. 

Figure 3-a shows the assembled VS1 pump in Catia 

software. Flow region for simulation was selected from 

beginning of the pump suction to the end of the taper 

pipe which is presented in Figure 3-b. 

 

2. 3. Mesh Generation and Governing Equations               
The meshing was generated by Ansys-Fluent software. 

Fluid domains extracted from Catia software were 

imported to Ansys as .stp file and meshed.  Meshes of 

rotational and stationary domains were generated 

separately. The total number of nodes and elements 

were obtained as 1178158 and 6247413, respectively. 

Girds appearance of the computational domains can be 

observed in Figure 4. Fluent is a general purpose 

commercial CFD package that solves the Navier–Stokes 

equations using a finite volume method and SIMPLEC 

algorithm. In this work, Ansys-Fluent 16.0 was used to 

solve the momentum, continuity and turbulence 

equations for fluid flow. 
Since the flow fluid is turbulence, realizable k- 

turbulence model was selected. 

 

 

   
(C) (b) (a) 

  
 (e) (d) 

Figure 2. 3D CAD model of a) bell suction, b) impeller guide, 

c) impeller, d) diffuser bowel and e) taper pipe. 

 

 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 3. a) Assembled model of VSP and b) flow region 

extracted in Catia software. 

 

 
(b) (a) 

Figure 4. Computational grid on flow inside a) suction, 

diffuser and taper pipe and b) impeller. 
 

 

The modeled transport for k and  in the realizable k- 

model are:  
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2 ijS S  (5) 

In these equations, 
kG  represents the generation of 

turbulence kinetic energy due to the mean velocity 

gradients, bG  the generation of turbulence kinetic 

energy due to buoyancy, MY  represents the contribution 

of the fluctuating dilatation in compressible turbulence 

to the overall dissipation rate, and 2C  and 1C   are 

constants. k  and   are the turbulent Prandtl numbers 

for k and , respectively. kS  and S  are user-defined 

source terms.  

The computational domain consists of four zones: 

suction, impeller, diffuser and taper pipe. The multi-

reference frame (MRF) technique was established, the 

impeller is situated in rotating reference frame and other 

zones are in the fixed reference frame. Mass 

conservation and momentum equation in MRF 

technique are as: 
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where rv is relative speed, v  absolute speed and ru  

rotational speed.  

 

2. 4. Boundary Conditions and Physical 
Properties of Working Fluid                At the inlet 

surface of the fluid domain, an inlet pressure was set. 

The total pressure and initial (static) pressure are 6000 

Pa and 57525 Pa, respectively. Initial pressure is equal 

to total pressure minus dynamic pressure where 

dynamic pressure is calculated using    . At the outlet 

surface, mass flow inlet boundary condition with a mass 

flow rate of 2869.44 kg/s ( ̇    ) was specified. In 

MRF technique, impeller was selected as moving frame 

with a constant rotational speed of 500 rpm and suction, 

diffuser and taper pipe speeds were set to zero. Water 

with the density of 998.2 kg/m
3
 and viscosity of 0.001 

kg/m.s was selected as the working fluid. 
 

 

3. EXPERIMENTAL WORK 
 
Experimental performance test setup schematic of VS1-

1200.1300 is presented in Figure 5-a. The pump was 

installed in a tank with surface area of 360 m
2
 and 

height of 12 m containing clean water. Figure 5-b shows 

the location of installed pump in Hydraulic Lab of 

PETCO. Experimental liquid specifications are listed in 

Table 2. 

Pump efficiency is calculated as following: 

pump

gQH

P


   (9) 

where P is pump power and is calculated as: 

. .E M E MP P    (10) 

where PEM and ηEM are electromotor power and 

efficiency, respectively.  

 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
The simulations were performed for six flow rates 

corresponding to about 0% (shut off point), 25%, 75%, 

100%, 120% and 150% of the nominal flow rate (QBEP). 

Figures 6 and 7 show static pressure contours for 

different flow rates in x and y-axis directions, 

respectively. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 5. VS1 pump a) test setup and b) test location 

 

 
TABLE 2. Test water characteristics 

Value Characteristics 

30 Temperature (˚C) 

1.75 × 10-6 Viscosity (m2/s) 

1050 Density (kg/m3) 

2.5 Insoluble solid particle amount (kg/m3) 

50 Dissolved particle amount (kg/m3) 

 

 
As these figures reveal, the pressure increases gradually 

along both impeller and diffuser passage and has higher 

pressure on pressure side than suction side for each flow 

rate. 

Normally, the higher pressure appears on the 

pressure surface rather than on the suction surface on 

each blade as illustrated in Figure 6. Pressure increase in 

y-axis as seen in Figure 7, confirm the correct impeller 

rotating direction. Velocity contour in the numerical 

simulations performed at each flow rate in x-axis and y-

axis can be observed in Figures 8 and 9. Here is clearly 

visible that the velocity increases as the fluid moves 

towards to the discharge of the impeller and diffuser. 

To validate the numerical simulation, experimental 

results were compared to numerical ones in Figure 10. 

Experimental data are almost lower than the numerical 

ones for all flow rates due to friction loss.  From Figure 

10-a, it is obvious that numerical and experimental 

results of head for different flow rates are in satisfactory 

correlation even in high flow rates which pump flow is 

turbulent.  
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(Q=0) (Q=0.25QBEP) (Q=0.75QBEP) 

   

(Q=QBEP) (Q=1.2QBEP) (Q=1.5QBEP) 

Figure 6. Static pressure contour in x-axis direction. 

 

 

 
  

(Q=0) (Q=0.25QBEP) (Q=0.75QBEP) 

  
 

(Q=QBEP) (Q=1.2QBEP) (Q=1.5QBEP) 

Figure 7. Static pressure contour in y-axis direction.  
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(Q=0) (Q=0.25QBEP) (Q=0.75QBEP) 

   

(Q=QBEP) (Q=1.2QBEP) (Q=1.5QBEP) 

Figure 8. Velocity distribution contour in x-axis direction.  

 

 

 

 
  

(Q=0) (Q=0.25QBEP) (Q=0.75QBEP) 

   

(Q=QBEP) (Q=1.2QBEP) (Q=1.5QBEP) 

Figure 9. Velocity distribution contour in y-axis direction.  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 10. Experimental and numerical results comparison for 

a) head, b) efficiency and c) power. 

 

 

As illustrated in Figure 10-b, in higher flow rates, 

the difference between numerical efficiency and 

experimental one is increasing which is due to turbulent 

flow in high flow rates. Figure 10-c shows that 

numerical and experimental power-flow rate curve is 

sinusoidal.  

 

 

5. CONCLUSION 
 

In this research the CFD analysis of first homemade 

mixed-flow vertically suspended VS1 pump with flow 

rate of 10330 m
3
/h was performed. Impeller, diffuser, 

suction, discharge and other parts of pump were 

designed in Catia according to hydraulic profile of 

impeller blade and diffuser vane extracted from 

CFTurbo. The simulation was conducted in Ansys-

Fluent using realizable k- turbulence model for 6 

different flow rates (Q=0, Q=2000 m
3
/h, Q=6500 m

3
/h, 

Q=10330 m
3
/h, Q=12700 m

3
/h and Q=15300 m

3
/h). The 

static pressure and velocity distribution contours 

confirmed correct rotational direction of impeller. 

Numerical results were compared with the experimental 

ones, and acceptable correlation was found between the 

two sets of results. CFD proved to be a reliable tool to 

qualitatively investigate trends. 
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 هچكيد
 

 

ای در صٌايع آب ٍ فاضالب، هعادى ٍ ًیس صٌايع ّای عوَدی هستغرق کِ کارتردّای گستردُفٌاٍری طراحی ٍ تَلیذ پوپ

هتوادی در اختیار کشَرّای غرتی لرار داشت. تا حوايت ٍزارت ًفت ٍ ّای پترٍشیوی ٍ ًفت ٍ گاز دارًذ ترای سال

هتر هکعة تر ساعت ترای اٍلیي  01001تا دتی  VS1-1200.1300شرکت پوپ ٍ تَرتیي )پتکَ(، پوپ تالش هٌْذسیي 

کاری، تار در ايراى طراحی ٍ تِ هرحلِ تست ٍ تَلیذ رسیذُ ٍ اکٌَى در پااليشگاُ ًفت ستارُ خلیج فارس تِ هٌظَر خٌک

-VS1جرياى داخل پوپ عوَدی  CFDسازی ترداری شذُ است. ّذف از اًجام تحمیك حاضر، شثیًِصة ٍ تْرُ

ّای پرٍاًِ ٍ ديفیَزر پوپ پرٍفیل ّیذرٍلیکی پرُ CFTurboافسار در هرحلِ اٍل تا استفادُ از ًرم تاشذ.هی 1200.1300

تَلیذ گرديذ. سیال هَردًظر  Catiaافسار تعذی هکاًیکی ايي اجساء ٍ ساير لطعات، در ًرمهرتَطِ تَلیذ شذُ سپس هذل سِ

ٍالگَريتن  K -  realizableگشتِ تَسط هذل تَرتَالًسی Ansys-Fluentافسار شذُ ٍ ٍارد ًرماستخراج 

SIMPLEC ّای هختلف تحت تحلیل لرار گرفتِ ٍ کاًتَرّای تَزيع فشار ٍ سرعت تذست آهذ. پوپ هَرد ًظر در دتی

ِ ٍ ًتايج تست عولکردی تا ًتايج تپس از ساخت ٍ هًَتاش، در آزهايشگاُ شرکت پتکَ هَرد تست عولکردی لرار گرفتِ 

خَتی تا ًتايج  دست آهذُ از تحلیل عذدی همايسِ گرديذ. هشاّذُ شذ کِ ًتايج حاصل از تحلیل عذدی، تطاتك تسیار

دٌّذُ پیشگَيی دارد کِ ًشاى ،ّای تاال کِ پیچیذگی ٍ اغتشاش جرياى سیال داخل پوپ تاالستتجرتی حتی در دتی

 تاشذ.ّا هیهذل عذدی ارائِ شذُ ٍ لاتلیت تعوین آى تِ ساير پوپ هٌاسة جرياى سیال تَسط
doi: 10.5829/idosi.ije.2016.29.11b.16 

 

 

 


